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1970. No. 132 [C] 

COAL AND OrnER MINES 

Shafts, Outlets and Roads 

REGULATIONS, DATED 1ST JUNE 1970, MADE 'BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMERCE 
uNDER SECTIONS 13(2), 28( 1), 32(1),39(1), 40(1), 42(4), 45 AND 120 OF THE 

. MINES ACT (NORTHERN IRELAND) .1969. 

WHEREAS in pursuapce of Part I of Schedule 2 to the Mines Act (Northern 
lreland) 1969(a) the Ministry of Commerce has published notice of its intention 
to make the following regulations and has not received any objection to the 
draft thereof in respect to which it is required to refer the draft regulations for 
inquiry and report: 

Now, THEREFORE, the Ministry of Commerce in exercise of the powers 
conferred on it by sections 13(2), 28(1), 32(1), 39(1), 40(1), 42(4), 45 and 120 of 
the Mines Act (Northern Ireland) 1969 and of all other powers enabling it in 
that behalf, hereby makes the following regulations: ~ 

Citation 

PART I 

GENERAL 

1. These regulations may be cited as the Coal and Other Mines (Shafts, 
Outlets and Roads) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1970. 

Application 
2. The~e regulations shall apply to every mine of coal, stratified ironstone, 

shale or fireclay, and in these regulations unless otherwise expressly provided, 
"mine" means such a mine. 

Interpretation 
3.-{l) In these regulations the following expressions have the meanings 

hereby respectively assigned to them, that is to say-
"the Act" means the Mines Act (Northern Ireland) 1969; 
"banksman" has the meaning assigned thereto in regulation 29; 
"deputy" has the meaning assigned thereto in the Coal and Other Mines 

(Managers and Officials) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1970(b); 
"kibble" includes any form of bucket, basket or barrel in which things can 

be raised or lowered in a shaft or staple-pit in the course of being 
sunk; 

"locomotive" means a mechanically propelled vehicle running on rails and 
constructed or used for hauling other vehicles; 

"mine" has the meaning assigned thereto in regulation 2; 
"the Ministry" means the Ministry of Commerce; 
"onsetter" has the meaning assigned thereto in regulation 29; 
"travelling onsetter" has the meaning assigned thereto in regulation 40. 

(a) 1969. c. 6 (N.I.). (b) S.R. & O. (N.J.) 1970, No. 128. 
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(2) Any reference to a shaft or staple-pit in the course of being sunk shall 
(unless ·the contrary intention appears) include a reference to a shaft or staple· 
pit being driven upwards .. 

(3) Without prejudice to section 1?1 of the Act, for the purposes of these 
regulations anything for the time being approved under the corresponding 
provision of the Mines and .Quarries Act 1954{c) or regulations made ther~
under shall be deemed to be approved by the Ministry, unless the. Ministry, 
by notice published in the Belfast Gazette and otherwise brought to the 
notice of persons concerned in such manner as the Ministry thinks fit, directs 
that it shall not be so deemed. 

(4) E;xp~essions to which meanings are assigned by the Act or by these 
regulations shall (unless the contrary intention appears) have the same 
meanings in any document issued under the provisions of these regulations. 

PART II 

WINDING AND HAULAGE ApPARATUS IN SHAFTS, STAPLE-PITS 
AND UNWALKABLE OUTLETS 

4. At any shaft or unwalkable outlet which is provided at a mine for 
affording to persons employed below ground therein means of ingress or 
egress and in the case of which the vertical distance between the top of the 
shaft or the point at which the outlet reaches the surface, as the case may be, 
and the lowest entrance to the shaft or outlet exceeds one hundred and fifty feet, 
being a shaft or outlet at a mine at which more than thirty persons are employed 
below ground, the apparatus for carrying persons provided in pursuance of 
subsection (1) of section 28 of the Act shall be mechanically operated winding 
apparatus or mechanically operated rope haulage apparatus as the case 
maybe. . 

5. Where mechanically operated winding apparatus or mechanically 
operated rope haulage apparatus is used for carrying persons through any 
shaft, staple-pit or unwalkable outlet, the engine shall be firmly fixed and 
completely separated by a substantial partition from any other such engin;;: 
which is or may be in use at the same time and also from any other machinery: 

Provided that the Ministry may by notice served on the manager of the 
mine exempt an engine from the requirements of this regulation. 

6. Where. mechanically operated winding apparatus or mechanically 
Qperated rope haulage apparatus comprises a drum shaft not less than ten 
inches in diameter, that drum shaft shall be bored longi,tudinally at the centre. 

Brakes and indicator 
7.-(1) Where mechanically operated winding apparatus or mechimically 

operated rope haulage apparatus is used for carrying persons through a shaft, 
staple-pit or unwalkable Dutlet. there shall b.e provided one or m9re brakes 
on the drum Dr drum shaft being brakes which-

(a) if there are two cages or carriages, will hold the drum stationary when 
the loads are balanced and the maximum torque is applied thereto in 
either direction by the engine; or 

(c) 2 & 3 El. 2. c. 70. . 
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(b) if there is only one cage or carriage, will hold the drum stationary· 
when a fully loaded cage or carriage is ha~f way down the sha,ft, staple
pit- or outlet and the maximum tor-que is applied thereto downwards by 
the engine: 

Provided that the Ministry may by.potice served on the manager of the 
mine exempt an engine from the requir~ments of this paragraph. 

(2) Where such apparatus is so used, there shall be provided a suitable 
indicator (not being merely a mark on the rope or drum) showing the position 
of each cage or carriage in the shaft, staple-pit or outlet. That indiCator shall, 
be so placed as to be seen easily by the person operating the engine. 

(3) Where winding apparatus or rope haulage apparatus (not being 
mechanically openi.ted winding apparatus or rope haulage apparatus) is 
instaIIed at a shaft, staple-pit or unwalkable outlet, there shall be provided on 
the drum or drum .shaft a locking device or brake which will hold the drum 
stationary when a fully loaded cage or carriage is at any point in the shaft, 
staple-pit or outlet. 

(4) In this regulation "drum" and "drum shaft" shall include a sheave and 
sheave shaft respectively and in relation to a shaft ot staple-pit in the course of 
being sunk "cage" shaII include a kibble. 

Flanges and horns 
8. Where mechanicaIIy operated winding apparatus or mechanically 

operated rope haulage apparatus is used for carrying persons through a shaft, 
staple-pit or unwalkable outlet, there shall be provided on the drum or sheave 
such flanges ot horns and, if the drum is conical, such other devices as wiII 
Jlrevent the rope from slipping off. 

Prevention of overwinding 
9.~-(1) Where mechanically operated winding apparatus or mechanically 

operated rope haulage .apparatus is ordinarily used for carrying persons tJ:irough 
a shaft or unwalkable outlet and the speed of winding or haulage can exceed 
twelve feet per second, there shall be provided an effective automatic contri
vance to prevent overwinding so constructed as-

(a) to prevent the descending cage or carriage from being landed at the 
lowest entrance to, or the bottom of, the shaft or unwalkable outlet 
at a speed exceeding five feet pe,r second; and 

(b) to control the movement of the ascending cage or carriage to prevent. 
danger to any persons therein. 

(2) Unless such automatic contrivance is in fuII and fixed el).gagement with 
the engine, it shaH be fully engaged whenever persons are to be carried through 
the shaft or outlet, and there shall be provided an automatic indicator, in such 
position at the top of the shaft or outlet as to be easily seen by any person 
transmitting signals therefrom, showing whether or not the contrivance is so 
engaged. 

(3) The Ministry may, if an inspector is of opinion that special circum· 
stances subsist at any mine, by notice served on the manager thereof exempt 
any such winding or haulage apparatus thereat from the requirements of this 
regulation. 
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Construction of cages and carriages and apparatus ancillary thereto 
10.-( 1) No person shall be carried through a shaft or unwalkable outlet 

otherwise than in a cage or carriage which complies with the requirements of 
the next following paragraph except-

(a) for the purposes of sinking operations; or 
(b) for the purposes of examining or repairing a shaft or outlet or any 

. machinery or appliances therein; or 
(c) for the purposes of accompanying bulky materials that cannot be raised 

or lowered in such a cage or carriage; or 
(d) in pursuance of a notice of exemption served by the Ministry on the 

manager of the mine. 
(2) Every cage or carriage which is used for carrying persons through a 

shaft or unwalkable outlet shall be covered in completely at the top, closed in 
at the two sides sufficiently to prevent persons Dr things projecting beyond 
the sides and provided with suitable gates at the ends and with a rigid bar 
easily reached by all persons in it. 

(3) The door or gate of every cage used for carrying pe'rsons through 
a shaft shall be so constructed and installed that it cannot project beyond the 
side or end of thl! cage: 

Provided that the Ministry may by notice served on the manager of a mine 
exempt any such cage thereat from the provisions of this paragraph. 

11. Every cage or carriage which is used for carrying vehicles through 
a shaft, staple-pit or unwalkable outlet shall be provided with catches or 
other suitable contrivances to prevent them from falling Dut. 

Guides 
12. In every shaft and staple-pit provided with winding apparatus, being 

a shaft Dr staple-pit in the case Df which the distance between the top thereof 
and the lowest entrance thereto exceeds one hundred and fifty feet, or being 
a shaft Dr staple-pit in the CDurse Df being sunk of a depth exceeding three 
hundred feet, guides shall be provided for the cage or kibble: 

Provided that the Ministry may by notice served on the manager of the 
mine exempt a shaft or staple-pit from the requirements of this regulation. 

Keps 
13.--(1) In every shaft keps for suppDrting cages when at rest shall be 

provided at the highest landing to which the cages are raised, may be provided 
at the IDwest entrance to the shaft but shall not be provided at any intermediate 
entrance theretO'. 

(2) Nothing in the last preceding paragraph shall require the provision of 
keps in a shaft in which the cages are raised and IDwered by means of the 
friction Df a rope on a winding sheave and the Ministry may by noti~e served 
on the manager of the mine exempt any other shaft from that requirement. 

(3) Keps shall be used when persons are entering Dr leaving a cage at 
a place at which they are provided. 

Detaching gear 
14.--(1) Where mechanically operated winding apparatus is ordinarily 

used for carrying persons through a shaft, there shall be prDvided appropriate 
gear for detaching eaoh cage from the rope and holding it stationary in the 
event of overwinding when it is ascending. 
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(2) The Ministry may. if an inspector is of opinion that special circum
stances subsist at any mine, ·by notice served on the manager thereof exempt 
any such winding apparatu.s thereat from the requirements of this regulation. 

Winding and haulage ropes 
15.-(1) No spliced rope shalJ be used for winding or haulage in a shaft, 

staple-pit or unwalkable outlet in which persons are raised or lowered: 

Provided that nothing in this paragraph shall prevent the use of an endless 
rope in an unwalkable outlet.· • 

(2) No rope shall be so used for more than, in the case of a rope used in 
a shaft or staple-pit, three and a half years, or, in the case of a rope used 
in an unwalkable outlet, two and a half years: 

, Provided that· if an inspector, having regard to the condition of the rope 
and to the extent to which and the circumstances in which it has been used, 
is satisfied that It can be used for such winding or haulage for a .further 
period without danger, the Minist:ry may by notice served on the manager of 
the mine authorise such use of that rope for a further period. 

(3) No rope installed ·after the commencement of the Act shall be so used 
unless it is of a type which has been found to withstand a load of at least 
six and a half times the maximum. static load which may ordinarily be 
suspended on ·that rope where a. cage is raised or lowered: 

Provided that the Ministry may by notice served on the manager of a 
mine exempt any such rope thereat from the provisions of this paragraph. 

Maintenance of shafts, staple-pits and unwalkable outlets and of winding and 
haulage apparatus used therein 
16. At every mine a competent person appointed for that purpose by the 

manager shall at intervals not exceeding seven days, or, in the case of a shaft 
or staple-pit in the course of being sunk, or of an unwalkable outlet in the 
course of being driven. twenty-four hours, examine thoroughly the state of 
every part of any shaft, staple-pit and unwalkable outlet thrQugh any part of 
which persons are carried, and shall forthwith make and sign in a book 
provided for the purpose by the owner of the mine a full and accurate report 
of the result of the examination: 

Provided that the Ministry may by notice served on the manager of the 
t:nine exempt any part .of a shaft, staple-pit or unwalkable outlet thereat from 
the provisions of this regulation.· . 

17.-(1) Without prejudice to the generality of regulations 8 and 9 of the 
Coal and Other Mines (Mechanics and Electricians) Regulations (Northern 
Ireland) 1970(d) it shall be the duty of the manager of every mine to ensure 
that a scheme for the systematic examination of plant at that mine made in 
pursuance of the said regulation 9 provides for the matters specified in the 
following paragraphs of this regulation. 

(2) Provision shall be so made for the thorough examination at intervals 
not exceeding twenty-four hours of the external parts of any winding or 
haulage apparatus (including any apparatus ancillary thereto) which is in lJse 
for car-rying persons through any shaft, staple-pit or unwalkable outlet. 

(d) S.R. & O. (N.J.) 1970, No. 139. 
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(3) Provisit'n shall be so made for the examination at intervals not 
exceeding thirty days of every rope used for carrying persons or loads through 
a shaft, staple-pit or unwalkable outlet, in the course .01' which' examination 
the rope is to be thoroughly cleaned at all places particuJarIyliable to deteriora
tion and at other places not more than three hundred feet apart throughout its 
length, and at each of these places :tfter cleaning examination is to be made 
of the circumference and sUl'fa<..e condition of the· rope and for any fracture~ 
of the wires. . 

(4) Where an automatic contrivance to prevent over\yinding is provided in 
pursuance of regulation 9 of these regulations, provision shall be so made' for 
testing the operation thereof-· 

. (a) at intervals 'not exceeding seven days by raising each cage or carriag0 
so that it passes the point at which the contrivance comes into operation 
above the highest landing or beyond the point at which the outlet 
reaches the surface; 

(b) at intervals not exceeding three months by attempting to land each 
cage when descending at an excessive speed. 

For the purposes of sub-paragraph (b), the automatic contrivance may be 
Sl) adjusted as to control the speed of descent at a point other than the lowest 
entrance to, or the bottom of, the shaft or outlet. 

(5) Provision shall be so made for the thorough examination of all 
apparatus (including any detaching hook) provided for attaching to the rope 
a cage, carriage or kibble ordinarily used in a shaft, staple-pit or unwalkable 
outlet-

(a) forthwith after ove·rwinding has caused any detaching gear, or, in 
the case of a cage which is raised and lowered by means of 1Jhe friction 
of a rope on a winding sheave, any braking appliance fitted in the head
frame or sump of the shaft, to operate; and 

(b) in any case at intervals not exceeding six months. 

(6) Provision shall be so made for any apparatus so used-
(a) in the case of any apparatus or part thereof made of steel of a type 

for the time being approved by the Ministry for use in a particular 
manner, to be subjected to such heat treatment (if any) as may bl:! 
specified in the notice of approval in relation thereto and if any suob 
treatment is so specified at intervals not exceeding the intervals so 
specified; or 

(b) in any other case, to be subjected to annealjng or other appropriate 
heat treatment at intervals not exceeding six months: 

Provided that the Ministry mayan an application made to it in that behalf, 
by notice served on the manager of the mine, exempt any such apparatus or 
part thereof from the requirements of sub-paragraph (b) if an inspector is of 
the opinion, having regard to the material of which such apparatus or part 
thereof is made, the method of construction thereof or the manner in which it is 
used, that it is unnecessary or impracticable to require heat treatment in 
relation thereto. 

(7) Provision shall be so made for the dismantling, cleaning and refitting 
01 every detaching hook so used at intervals not exceeding three months. 

(8) Where the efficient operation of any such detaching hook would be 
atl'ected by wear of any ancillary plate or bell, provision. shall be so made for 
the measurement of the relevant dimensions by means of calipers or gauges at 
intervals not exceeding thirty days. 
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PART III 

6$5 

DUTIES OF PERSONS OPERATING 'WINDING ApPARATUS AND ROP·E. HAULAGE 
ApPARATUS IN SHAFTS, STAPLE-PITS AND UNWALKABLE OUTLETS 

.~8. A person operating any winding apparatus or rope haulage apparatus 
which is used for carrying persons through a shaft, staple-pit or unwalkablc 
·outlet shall not leave the controlling gear when the apparatus is. in motion or 
h~ .has any cause to believe that anyone is in the cage, carriage or kibble. 

19.-(1) Every person operating any such' winding or rope haulage 
apparatus .shall at least once during his shift carefully examine the external 
iparts of the apparatus under his charge 'and any apparatus ancillary thereto, 
unless such an examination has been carnied out during his shift by another 
person in pursuance of paragraph (2) of regulation 17 of these regulations. 

(2) After any cessation of winding or haulage exceeding two hours the 
person operating any such winding or rope haulage apparatus. shall, 
immediately before lowering or raising any person, run the cage, carnage or 
kibble at least once between the top of the shaft, staple-pit or outlet and the 
lowest entrance thereto for· the time being in use or the bottom thereof in 
order to ascertain whether all the appamtus is in order. 

" (3) If dwing the course of any suoh examination or test or on any other 
ocoasion a person operating any. such winding or rope haulage appaTatus 
discovers any.4efect likely to affect the proper working of the apparatus, he 
shall not put the machinery in motion again until the defect has been reporte.i 
to the manager, an under-manager or the official under whose direction he 
works and he has been instructed to operate the machinery by one of those 
persons. . ,-

20. Every person operating lany such winding or rope haulage apparatus 
shall during his shift keep the apparatus under his charge cleaned and oiIed~ 
unless some other person is appointed so to do. 

21. No person in charge of any winding apparatus or rope haulage apparatus 
with which a shaft, staple-pit or unwalkable outlet is provided shall allow it 
to be operated under his supervision (on an occasion to which subsection (1) 
of section 42 of the Act does not apply) by any person other than one 
authorised in writing by the manager so to do. 

22. No person operating any such winding or rope haulage apparatus 
~hall set the machinery in motion in pursuance of any signal transmitted to him 
which is ·indistinct or in pUTsuance of any series of signals whioh is or 
appears ·to him to be incomplete or inconsistent. 

PART IV 

HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT 'OF WINDING ENGINEMEN 

'. 23. A !person appointed under section 42 of the Act may be employed at 
a mine for more than eight hours in any day on which his duties consist of or 
include the operation, when persons are carried. by means thereof, of 
mechanioally or g.ravity operated winding appamtus with which a shaft is 
provided in the circumstances and subject to the conditions specified in the 
three next following regulations. Such a person is in this Part of these 
regulations referred to as a "winding engineman". 
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24.--{ 1) Where winding is carried on at a shaft by a succession of shifts 
a winding engine man may, for the purpo~e of changing shifts, be employed on 
one day in the week for a period not exceed.ing sixteen hours, or for two shifts 
of eight hours each, provided that in either case-

(1I) an interval· of not less than eight hours elapses between the termination 
of his employment in one shift and the comme~cement of his employ-
ment in the next; . 

(b) the period of employment does not, on the average' of any' three 
consecutive weeks, excee9 eight hours per working day .. 

(2) Where winding is carried on ata shaft by a succession of shifts and 
when on any day one of the winding enginemen is prevented from attending by 
illness, accident or other cause, a winding engineman may be employed for not 
more thun twelve hours on that day, or may be employed on a system of 
eight-hour shifts with an interval of eight hours between each shift, provided 
that he shall not be so employed for more than six weeks consecutively in 
respect of the absence of such engineman. 

(3) Where winding is carned on at a shaft by a succession of shifts, but 
the work during some period or periods of the day is much heavier than the 
work during other periods, and it is desirable in the interests of safety that 
the winding engineman employed during the period or periods of heavier work 
shall not be employed for so long a time as eight hours, then if such winding' 
engineman is employed for any less time than eight hours during the day, 
a winding engineman employed during the other part of ·the day may be 
employed for a corresponding time in excess of the eight hours, but not 
exceeding ten hours in all. 

(4) Where winding is carried on at a shaft by a succession of shifts, and 
the winding enginemen employed ·at that shaft have agreed, with the consent 
of the manager, to be absent in tum from the end of their Sh1£.t on Saturday 
to the commencement of their shift on Monday, each of the winding enginemen 
may be employed for not more than sixteen hours bqth on Saturday and on 
Sunday in not more than two weeks in any three, or for alternate shifts of 
six-teen hours and twelve hours ·and twelve .hours, or on a system of eight-hour 
shifts: 

Provided that in any case an interval of not less than eight hours elapses 
between the termination of the employment in one shift and the commence
ment of employment in the next, and provided that notice of this arrangement 
is affixed by the manager in the winding engine house. 

25.-{ l) Where at any shaft one shift only of persons descends and ascends 
the shaft during the day, and mineral is not wound before the descent or after 
the ascent of that shift, a winding engineman may be employed for not more 
than ten and a half hours on any day at that shaft. 

(2) In any mine where only two shifts of workmen are employed below 
ground during a day, the one a mineral-getting shift and the other a repairing 
shift, and mineral is not wound or got except during the hours of the mineral
getting shift, and the total output of any such mine does not exceed on the 
average one hundred tons of mineral per working day, a winding engineman 
may be employed for a period not exceeding nine h.ours. 

(3) Where at times when no shift of men is at work in the mine it is 
necessary for a person to descend the mine, and a person not otherwise 
employed ,to operate the winding apparatus is employed to lower and raise 
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such person, the person so employed inay be employed for more than eight 
hours but not for more than twelve hours in any day. 

26. In the event of any acddent to the winding apparatus or other accident 
interfering with the lowering or raising of workmen, or in the event of any 
emergency requiring the conti"nuous attendance of a winding engineman at 
the engine in the interests of the safety of the men in or about the mine, 
a Winding ertgineman may continue to be employed after the end of his shift 
unless and until another winding engineman regulady employed at the same 
shaft is available to take his place. 

27.-{1) It shall be the.~iuty of the manager of every mine to fix within 
the limits allowed by the Act and this Part. of these regulations and to .specify 
in a notice posted in the engine room the period of employment for each 
day of the week; ofthe winding enginemen or the winding engineman for each 
shift as the case may be. -

(2) If any period of employment exceeding eight hours in a,ny day is 
Hxe4 in pursuance of any of the preceding provisions of this Part of these 
regulations, reference to tha~ provision shall be included in the notice in 
rylation to that period of employment. 

28. Every winding engirteman shall on each day" on whieh he is so employed 
enter ,in a book provided QytheoWner for the purpose and- kept in the engine 
room the times at which he begin and ended his employment on each shift 
and if he is so employed for more than eight hours in any day by virtue of the 
provisions of paragraph (2) of regulation 24 or of regulation 26, he shall 
enter in the book particulars of the circumstances in which he was so 
employed. 

PART V 
PROVISIONS RELATING TO CAR,RIAGE OF PERSONS 

AND THINGS THROUGH SHAFTS 

Ranksmen and onsetter.s 
29.-{1) At every mine where persons . are carried through .a shaft the 

manager shall make and secure the efficient carrying out of arrangements 
whereby a competent·person appointed by him for the purpose (hereinafter 
tl'eferred to as a "banksman") is in -attendance for ,the purpose of receiving and 
transmitting signals at the landing in use at the top of the shaft- . 

(a) whenever any person is aJbolit to be iowered through that shaft; and 
(b) whenever any person who,is to be. raised through that shaft is below 

. ground. 

(2) At every mine where persons are carried through a shaft the manager 
shall make and secure the efficient carrying out of arrangements wherebv 
whenever any person who is to be raised through that shaft is below ground 
a competent person appointed by . him:, -for the purpose (hereinafter referred 
to as an "onsetter") is in attendance for the purpose of receiving and 
transmitting signals at the entrance to that shaft from which any such person . 
is to be raised. 

(3) Nothing in the last preceding paragraph shall require an onsetter to be 
in attendance at an entrance to any shaft when all the persons below ground 
who are to be raised through that shaft from that entrance are officials of the 
mine or persons authorised in writing by the manager to give signals. 
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['mcedllre when persollS are to he lowered 
30.--( I) No banksman shall allow any person who' is to be lowered from 

the top of a shaft to enter a cage for that purpose-
(a) unless he has transmitted tu the person operating the winding apparatus 

and to the person defined in' paragraph (4) hereof (if any) the signal 
.... 3; and 

(/)) unless he has received from the person so defined (·if any) the signal 
.... 3. 

(2) The banksman shall not transmit to the person operating the winding 
apparatus the signal to lower when any person is in the cage until he has 
received from the person defined in paragraph (4) hereof (if any) the signal 
.... J. 

(3) Tn order to direct the person operating the winding apparatus to lower 
a cage from the landing in use at the top of the shaft when any person is 
therein the banksman shall transmit to him the signal. . . 2. 

(4) The person hereinbefore referred to is-
(a) if two cages are lowered and raised by means of the same winding 

apparatus and the second cage is resting at another entrance to the 
shaft, the onsetter or other person authorised to transmit signals in 
attendance at that entrance; or 

(h) if one cage only is lowered and raised by means of the winding 
apparatus, "the onsetter or other 'person authorised to transmitsignais 
in attendance at the entrance to the shaft to which the cage is to be 
lowered. 

Pmcedure when persolls are to be raised 
31.-(1) No onsetter or other person authorised to transmit s-ignals shall 

allow any person who is to be raised to the top of a shaft to enter a cage for 
that purpose-

(a) unless he has transmitted to the banksman the sIgnal ... 3; and 
(b) unless he has received from the banksman the signal ... 3. 

(2) In order to direct the person bperating the winding apparatus to raise 
a cage when any person is therein the onsetter or other person authorised to 
transmit signals shall transmit ·to him the signal . . . . 1. 

(3) The person operating the winding apparatus shaH not raise a cage in 
pursuance of a signal .... 1 given under the last preceding paragraph until 
he has received from the banksman the signal . . . . 2. 

Signal to stop cage in motion when persons are tarried 
32. When the cage is in motion and any person is therein the person 

operating the winding apparatus shaH stop the cage upon receiving the signal 
... 1. 

Signals when persons are not carried 
33. In a shaft when persons are not being carried the following signals 

and no other shall be transmitted to require the movements specified in 
relation thereto that is to say-

to raise up . 1 
to lower down . . 2 
to stop when in motion . 1 
to raise steadily 4 
to lower steadily 5. 
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Further signals . 
34.--{1) In relation to a shaft to which there is more than one entrance 

balow ground, the manager shall determine the signals to be transmitted to 
indicate to which ·entrance a cage is to be sent. 

(2) In relation to any shaft, the manager may determine the signal to be 
tr&nsmitted to give any indication (other than one for which a signal is 
specified in these regulations) and no person shall transmit any signal which is 
not so sI'ecified or determined. 

35.-(1) The means provided for the transmission of the signals required 
by this Part of these regulations shall be such that any signal transmitted 
from an entrance to a shaft underground shall be transmitted simultaneously 
to the person ope~ating the winding apparatus and to the banksman. 

(2) There shall be provided and so placed as to be readily seen by the 
person operating any winding apparatus an appliance giving visual indication 
of every signal transmitted to that person in pursuance of the provisions of this 
Part of these regulations and retaining that indication until a cage is next 
raised or lowered. 

36. No person, other than the banksman, an on setter, an official of the 
. mine or a person authorised in writing by the manager to transmit such 
signals, shall transmit any signal in any shaft. 

37. There shall be kept posted at each entrance for the time being in use 
to every shaft, and in the place at which is operated the winding apparatus 
provided therefor, a notice of the signals specified in these regulations and 
any signals determined by the manager for transmission in that shaft. 

PART VI 

PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE CARRIAGE OF PERSONS 
AND THINGS THROUGH STAPLE-PITS 

38. (a) There shall be provided and maintained in connection with every 
staple-pit provided with winding apparatus in a mine being a staple
pit in the case of which the distance 'between the highest and lowest 
entrance thereto for the time being in use exceeds fifty feet, effective 
means of transmitting audible and visible signals from each entrance 
to the staple-pit for the time being in use to the place at which the 
winding apparatus is operated; and 

(b) the provisions of Part V of these regulations shall (save as hereinafter 
expressly provided) apply in relation to a sta:ple~pit as they apply in 
relation to a shaft; . 

39. Where it appears to the manager of a mine that the provisions of 
regulation 29 (which relates to banksmen and onsetters) are inappropriate in 
relation to any staple-pit he may with the consent of the Ministry elect to 
make and secure the carrying out of arrangements in pursuance of the next 
following regulation; and where a manager has duly elected as aforesaid. 
the said regulation 29 and regulations 30 and 31 (which relate to procedure 
where persons are raised or lowered) shall not apply in relation to that staple
pit. 
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Travelling onsetters . . !. 

40. Where a manager of a mine. has so elected he. shall make alld $!!cure 
the efficien~ carrying 'otit 'of' arrangements whereby ·a competent ~I1iQn 
appOinted' by him for the purpose (hereinafter referred, to, as a ','tr~ve~ling 
onsetter") is in the cage, when any person is to be or is being carried therein, 
for the purpose of "transmitting signals to' the person operating the winding 
apparatus. .' 

Procedure when persons are lowered 
41.--(1) No -travelling onsetter shall allow any person who is to be lowered 

from the top of the staple-pit to enter a cage for that purpose unless he has 
transmitted to the person operating the winding apparatus the signal. . . . 3. 

(2) In order ,to direct the person operating the winding apparatus to lower 
a cage from the landirig in use at the top of the staple-pit when any person is 
therein the travelling onsettcr shall transmit to him the signal . . . . 2. 

Procedure when persons are raised 
42.-(1) No travelling on setter shall allow any person who is to be 'l'aised 

to the top of the staple-pit to enter a cage for that purpose unless he has 
transmitted to the person operating the winding apparatus the signal . . . 3 
and has received from that person the signal . . . . 3. 

(2) In order to direct the person operating the winding apparatus to raise 
the cage when any person is therein the travelling onsetter shall transmit to 
him the signal . . . . 1. ' 

43. Paragraph (1) of regulation 35 shall not apply in any case in which 
signals are transmitted by a travelling onsetter. 

PART VII 

SIGNALLING IN ROADS AND UNW ALKABLE OUTLETS 

Signalling in roads 
44.-{I) In roads in which signalling apparatus is provided the following 

signals and no other .shall be transmitted thereby to require such movement 
in such cases as are specified in relation thereto, thU;t is to say-

(a) in the case of mechanically operated rope haulage apparatus used for 
direct or main rope hauJage-

to stop. 1 
to lower 2 
to raise up 3; 

(b) in the case of mechanically operated rope haulage apparatus used for 
main and tail rope haulage--

.to stop. . 
to haul inbye 
to haul outbye . 
to s1ack' out tail rope 
to tighten tail rope 
to slack. out main rope . 
to tighten main rope . 

l' 
2 
3 
4 
S 
6 

. 7; 
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(c) in the case of gravity operated rope haulage apparatus (except where 
an endless rope !is used)-

to stOlp. 
to lower 

(d) in the case of endless rope haulage

to stop. 
to commence hauling . 

(e) in the case of a conveyor

to stop. 
to start . 

1 
2; 

1 
2; 

• -1 
. 2. 

(2) In any case in which persons are to be carried in. vehicles moved by 
means of any apparatus specified in the last preceding paragraph any . .signal so 
specified requiting the vehicles to be moved shall be preceded by the signal 
.' .... 8. . 

:: " 

(3) No person shall· pass on foot along any part of a road in which 
signalliItg apparatus is provided and in which vehicles can be moved by 
means of gravity operated J'ope haulage apparatus (not having an endless rope) 
while a person authorised by the manager to transmit signals by means of that 
signalling apparatus. ils on duty thereat 'unless that person has transmitted tlie 
signal. . . . 4 and that signai has been acknowledged by the signal... . .'.'. 4. 

45. In relation to any road tlhe manager may determine the signal to be 
transmitted to give any indication, and in particular'to indicate the place from 
which any signal is transmitted (other than an indication for which a signaJ is 
specified in these regulations), and no person shall transmit any signal which 
is not so specified or detemnined. 

Signalling in unwalkable outlets 
46. In relation to anyunwalkable outlet the manager of .a:mine-,-
(a) shall determine the signal to be transmitted to require any movement 

therein; and 
(b) may determine the signal to be tran~mitted to give any other indication, 

and in particular to indicate the place from which any signal is trans
mitted, and no person shall, except in a case ·of emergency, transmit 
any signal which is not so determined. 

Notices 
47. Where vehicles are moved through an unwalkable outlet or road by 

means of mechanically operated or gravity operated rope haulage apparatus, 
there shall be kept posted, at the place at which that apparatus is operated 
and at suitable points on each unwalkable, outlet or road through which 
vehicles can be so moved, a notice, of the signals specified in these regulations 
and any signals 'determined by the manager fOf transmission in that outlet 
or road. 

Prohibition of unauthorised signals 
48. Except in a case of emergency no person other than an offici~){ of the 

mine or a person authorised by, the manager to transmit such sign~s shall 
transmit any signal by means of any signalling apparatus provided in any 
unwalkable outlet or road. . '. 
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PART VIII 

FURTHER PROVISIONS RELATING TO CARRIAGE OF PERSONS AND THINGS 

'IHROUGH SHAFTS, STAPLE-PITS AND UNWALKABLE OUTLETS 

49.-(1) No minerals, equipment or materials (other than things which 
are requi'red to be or are normally kept by a person in his possession) shall be 
carried through a shaft, staple-pit or unwaIkable outlet whilst persons are 
being carried through it, whether in the same direction or not. . 

(2) Nothing in paragraph (1) of this regulatiop' shall prevent-
(a) pe'l."sons who are to work in a shaft, staple-pit or outlet having with 

them when being canied therethrough equipment' or materials which 
theywiII or may require for the purposes of that work; or 

(b) persons accompanying bulky materials that cannot be raised or lowered 
. in a cage. 

(3) Where a shaft, staple-pit or unwaIka:ble outlet is divided throughout by 
a substantial partlition, each compartment shall fO!!." the pUlfposes of. this. 
regulation be deemed to be a separate shaft, staple-pit or oudet, as the case 
may be. 

(4) lot shall be the duty of persons authorised by these regulations or by 
the manager to transmit signals in relation to the operation of the relevant 
winding or haulage apparatus to ensure compliance with .the provisions of 
paragraph (1) of this regulation. '. 

50.-(1) The manager of every mine shall, in relatiol). to e~ch shaft, staple
pit and unwaIkable outlet thro'l;lgh which persons ate carried, determine the 
maximum number of persons who may be canied at anyone time in any cage 
or carriage therein and where a cage or camage has more than one deck, 
on eaoh deck thereof or, in the case of a shaft or staple-pit in the course of 
being sunk in any kibble. 

(2) There shall be kept posted at eaoh.entrance for the time· being in use 
to each such shaft, staple-ph or unwalkalble outlet a notice speoifyingevery 
number so determined. . . 

(3) It shall be the duty of persons authorised by these regulations or by 
the manager to transmit signals in relation to the operation of the relevant 
winding or haulage apparatus ;to ensure that no person in excess of the 
number so determined enters any cage or carriage or any deck thereof or, 
in the case of a shaft or staple-pit in the course of being sunk, any kibble. 

. 51. Where an automatic contrivance to' prevent overwinding is provided 
in pursuance of regulation 9 at any shaft or unwaIkable outlet (nOit being a 
contrivance which is in ·full and fixed engagement with the engine) it shall. be 
the duty of any person authorised by these regulations or by 1lhe manager to 
transmit signals in relation to the operation of the relevant winding or haulage 
apparatus to ensure that, unless .. he. has taken steps to be assUired that the 
contrivance is engaged, no person is permitted to ellter a cage or carriage 
therein. 

52. Where persons ~e to be carried in a cage or carriage provid~d with 
gates tMough a shaft, s4Lple-pit or unwaIkalble outlet the banksman, on~etter, 
travelling onsetter or. other person authorised to transmit signals shall n91 
signal. the cage or carriage away until the gates are properly closed, 
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53.-(1) The onsetter er other person authorised to transmit signals aJt any 
entrance below greund to' a sha.ft, staple-pit or unwalkab1e eut1et shall 11et 
begin, OT allow any assistant er ethe:f persen to' begin, to' remove or open any 
,~nclo.sure er barrier p1"ovided at that entrance unless a cage or carriage is 
stationary at that entrance or has reaohed such a pes1tion th:aJt the fleer or a 
deck thereof will be stationary opposite that entrance by the time theenclesU:fe 
or barrieT is removed or opened. 

(2) The onsette1" er other person autherised to transmit signals at any 
entrance below greund to' a shaft, staple-pit OT unwalka:b1e eutlet shall Teplace 
or close any enc1esure or barrier provided at that entrance (other than one 
eperated by the cage er car:riage) either befere or immediately after the has 
signalled away the'refrem a cage Otr carriage. 

54. Where persons are to be raised through a shaft, staple-pit er unwalkabk 
outlet :from the lowest entrance thereto in a cage er carriage having more 
than one deck, the onsetter, travelling enretter or other -persen authorised to" 
:transmit signals shall secure that the top deck is leaded first: 

Provid~ that this regu1atien shall not apply in any case in which a balanced 
platfOiI'll1 is used or the decks a.re loaded simultaneously. 

PART IX 

PROVISIONS FOR SECURING SAFETY IN TRANSPORT ReADS, 

Travelling in transport roads 
55. Nething in paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 39 of the Act 

shall prohibit a persen passing on feot along a length of read during a peried 
during which vehicles are meving therein if there is a continuous clear space 
nat less -than two feet in width between the vehiCles and one side of the road 
~nd if the maximum speed at which vehicles may run therein does not exceed 
ten miles per hour. 

Clearances at coupling places 
56. At every place a,t which -sets Of' trains consisting of three or mere 

vehicles, are coupled or uncoupled there shall be provided and maintained a 
continuous clear space not less than two' feet in width between the vehicles 
standing on any rails thereat and the side of the road nearest to those rails: 

: P.rovided that this regulation shall net apply whell"e there are two parallel 
1ines of tails and there is a clear space not less than, three feet in width 
!between the vehicles standing en these lines. 

_ ~efuge holes 
, 57.-(1) For the purposes of seotion 40 of the Act, the intervals which 
'must net be exceeded between refuge holes in reads in which run vehicles 
moved by gravity or by meohanical power (other than 10cometiveS) shall 
be-

(a) in the case of a length of read in which ,the gradient d~s net exceed 
1 : 20 and in which eithei; .there is :a continuous 'clear space not less than 
two feet in width between the vehicles and one side ef the roadm the 
maximum speed of tlhe vehicles must not exceed three miles per hour, 
sixty :feet; or 

(b) in any ather case, thirty feet. 
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'"' (2) ,For ithe 'Said purposes the inte:uvals which .must not be exceeded between 
:refugeholes ,in any length of road in which a locomotive, runs shall 00:-
\' (a) in a part of the 'road in which there is no gradient but which cU!I'Ves 

l:\.fld with :respect to which' 'the radius of ,the ourve measured' to the 
centre of' th~t part Of that ro~-
(i) does not exceed one hundred feet-sixtyf¢et; 

(ii) exceeds one hundred feet burt does not exceed two hundred feet- ,. 
ninety feet;:, ' 

, (iii) exceeds two hundred feet but does not exceed ,three hundred' feet 
~one hundred and fifty feet; . 

(b) in a part of the r,cad which does not curve 'but in which there is a 
gradient which- " , ' . , , ' ' 
(i), d~s not exceed 1: 80-three hundred feet; , , 

,(i[) excee~ls .1: 80 but does not exceed 1: 50-Qne h"llndred and ,e'ighty 
d" feet;, ),' 

(iii) exceeds' 1 :: 50 but does not ,.exceed 1: 3~one hun<$red and tweAty 
, feet; 

'(iv) exceeds 1.:' 30~sixty feet; , . 
(c) in a part of the .road wblch curves and'in' which there is a gradient. 

the intervals specified in sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph in relation 
to a part of a mad having a curve with a like. radius (being in each case 
the radius measured as specified in that sub-paragraph) or the intervals 
specified in sub-parag,raph (b) in ,relation to a part of a road in which 
there is a like gradient, whiohever are the lesser; 

(d) in any other part of the road-three hunc;lwd feet .. 

,.;(3} For ,the ;gaiq purposes, and without prejudice to the provlsion$ of the 
l~st preceding paragraph, a refuge 'holeshaJl be provided it ea,ch end of 'every 
cl,irvecl part of a road; in. wWcha locOmotive runs. 

(4) For the said 'purposes the presoribed dimensions of rew,ge ,hOles L 
are- . 

(a) in width, three feet as nearly as may be; 
(b) in depth, not less than foUr feet; and 
(6) 'm height, not less, than the height of the road afthat place O'r six feet 

which~ver is the less. 

(5) Where in ,any length of road th~re is 'a.~ontip,uous clear space not less 
\ :than two, feet in width between the vehicles running therein and one side Gf 
'the road, every refuge hole therei!1:shall be on 'thart side qf ~hero~d.'" ' 

(6) Where in any length of road such clear space is not provided any 
.l'«fuge hole(l. in a part. 0f the;road wMi<;h curves s~a1l be on the outside of the 
cUl,"ve and, so far as 1S conSIstent \Y'lth :that reqUlrement,a11 the refuge ,holes 
:therdn shall be on ..the same side of the road. . 

. (7) . Every refuge hole shall be-, 
"",(a) ,marked with adistip,ctive number; 
.. ,. '{b) if ne~ssary to -make it,readily visible, cons'1;antly kept wlritewashed 

. both inside and for a d~stance of not less than one foot round the 

. aperture; and - -. ' . - , 

(c) kept ,clean., 
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Transport of persons 
58.-(1) The manager of every mine in which trains are run for the 

col).veyance of persons below ground shall ensure that each suoh train is 
accompanied by, and all persons therein are in the charge of,a competent 
person appointed by him. 

(2) No person shall get on to or off such a train whe:o. it is moving or ride 
upon the footboard, buffer ~r coupling of any vehicle. 

59. No person shall ride on a set or ·train of vehicles moved by mechanically 
operated or gravity ·Qperated rope haulage apparatus' f()lf. :tJhe pUl'pose of 
detaching vehicles from, or attaching them to, the rope if that set or train is 
moving at a speed exceeding three miles per hOUT. 

60. No person shall ride on any haulage l"ope. 

Movement of vehicles by hand 
61.-(1} No person when moving a vehicle by hand down a gradient 

exceeding 1: 12 shall go down in Nont of the vehicle. 

(2) No person shall move any vehicle Oy hand down an incline in circum
stances in which he cannot by his own strength control.it ~rom behind unless 
there -is provided such a 'contrivance as to enaJblehim to control ,jt from 
behind. 

Apparatus to prevent accidents from runaway vehicles 
62.~(1) A sufficient supply of suitable sprags, lockers or drags shaH be 

provided, maintained and ·used for the purpose of holding vehicles~ 
(a) at the top of every incline on which vehicles are moved by gravity 

operated rope haulage apparatus; and . 
(b) at every . place at . which sets or trains consisting of three or more 

v~hicles are coupled or uncoupled. 

(2) Stop blocks or other simila;r contrivances shall be provided.and mafu~ 
tained--

(a) at the top of every incline on which vehicles are moved by gr{l.vity 
operated rope haulage apparatus (not being such apparatus With an 
endless rope); and 

(b) at every entrance to suoh an incline by which vehiCles are brpught 
on to the incline.' . 

(3) In relation to everytTain by which persons are carned ~d which is 
moved by mechanically operated rope haulage apparatus (not being such 
apparams with an endless rop~) upon any length of road. having a gradient 
exceeding 1: 12 ,there shall be provided and maintained. means of preventing 
any vehicle forming part of thaJt ,train from becoming disconnected accidentally 
fmmother vehicles 'in the train. 

(4l) Notihing in lth:is :regulation shall be so cons:wued as to affect the 
generality of section 41 of .the Act. 

PART X 

CAPPINGS OF WINPING AND IfAULAGE ROPES. . 

63.-(1) No capped rope shaiI be used at any time in wiilding or haulacrc 
appat~tus unless rthe capping hiis been made within a period of . six months 
immediately preceding that time. 
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(2) No capped rope shall be so used unless the capping .is or a type whioh 
has beyn found to wi,thstand a load of-

{a) in the case of a rope used in winding apparatus, at least seven times 
the maximum static load which may ordinarily be borne by thail: capping 
where a cage is raised. or lowered; 

(b) in the case of a rope used in ha,ulage apparatus for car,rying persons 
through an outlet, at least seven times ,the maximum static load which 
may ordinarily he borne by that capping; 

(c) in the case of a rope used in any other haulage apparaJtus, at least 
sixty per cent. of the breaking strength of ,rope of that type. 

64. No capped rope shall be used in any haulage appamtus by means of 
whioh persons are carried or in any windJing apparatus unless, when the 
capping was made, ,the work was superintended by a competent. person 
appointed for that purpose by iIlhe manager of the mine. 

65.-(1) No rope which has been re-capped shall'be used in any haulage 
apparatus by means or which persons are carried or in any winding apparatus 
unless on ,the last occasion on which it was re-capped a part of the rope 
including the capping not less than six feet in length was cut off: so however 
that if at the date of any re-capping the preceding capping or re-capping was 
done not more than three, four or five months previously the part to be cut off 
need not exceed three, four or five feet respectively. 

(2) Any length of ,rope out off in pursuance of 1frlis regulation shall'forth
with be opened up and ~ts internal condit~on examined by a competent person 
appointed for the purpose by the manager of the mine, and the person making 
such ian examination shall fOlli'hwith make and sign in a book provided for 
the purpose by ,the owner of the mine, a full and accua::ate :report of the result 
thereof. 

66. No rope having a capping containing white metal shall be used in any 
winding or haulage apparatus unless-

(a) the capping was made with white metal of which the melting point is 
not higher than 570° Fahr. or 299° Cent., and the temperature of which 
when poured into the socket of the papel did not exceed 685° Fahr: 
or 363 ° Cent.; 

(b) in the length of rope which lies within the tapered part of the socket 
any fibre eore was cut out when the capping was made and the wires 
were then untwisted and thoroughly cleaned; and . 

(c) the tempemture of the socket of the capel was~ 
(i) in the case of a capel made of steel of a type for the time being 

approved by ,the Ministry fur the purposes of this sub-paragraph, 
between 212° :and 400° Fahrenheit or between 100° ;and 203° 
Centigrade; 

(ii) in any other case as nearly as might be 212° Fahrenheit or 100°' 
Centigrade immediately before the white metal was poured into it. 

67. No rope with a form of capping in which the wires a~ the .end pr" the 
r<:>pel :are bent back on the rope itself to form a cone shall be used' in any 
haulage apparatus by means of which persons are carried or in any winding 
apparatus, unless-

(a) wedges formed by lapping with soft iron wire Me placed be~ the 
. ,rope and the wires whioh axe bent back; and . . 

(b) the length of '!!he tapered portion of the socket of the yapping i~. !1<?t 
le~$ thM ei~ht ,tim~s th~ di!lmet~r Qf tbe . rope .. ;". '" _. -.: :'; .' 
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68. No round rope to which a capel is a1Jtached by rivets passing through 
the rope shall be used in any haulage apparatus by means of which persons 
are carried or in any winding apparatus. 

PART XI 

ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO SHAFTS AND STAPLE-PITS 
IN THE COURSE OF BEING SUNK 

69.-(1) Without pr~judice to the generality of regulations 8 and 9 of the 
Coal and Othe!l" Mines (Mechanics and Electricians) Regulations (Northern 
Ireland) 1970, it shall be the duty of the manageF of every mine consisting of 
or comprising a shaft or staple-pit in the course of being sunk to ensure that 
a ,schem~ for the systematic examination of plant at that mine made in 
pursuance of the said regulation 9 provides fOir the thorough examination at 
intervals not exceeding twenty-four hours of aU gear by which any cradle, 
platfOlI'IY or other thing is suspended in that sha:flt or staple-pit. 

(2) Where walling or tubbing is being carried out .in a sha:flt or staple-pit 
in the course of being sunk, the manager shall make and enSU!l"e the efficient 
ear1"ying out of arrangements to secure that :it is thoroughly examined by 
it competent person appointed by him immediately bef0re or during eacn 
shift in which work is carried out thereon, whether in the course of an 
inspectign requi1"ed by regulations or otherwise. 

70.-(1) Any place' where a person could fall off any cradle or plaJtform 
on which he works in a shaft or staple-pit in the course of being sunk shall be 
protected by fencing or otherwise to prevent him doing so. 

(2) While any pe!l"son is at work on any such cradle or platform it shall be 
seoU1·ed to the sid~ of the shaft or staple-pit to prevent it swinging and shall 
not be moved except upon the direction of the deputy for that shift or an 
official ,of the mine superior to ,the del'l,lty. 

(3)' While any person is at work on any such cradle or platform which is 
constructed of two or more parts hinged together, those parts shall be seourely 
bolted 'together. ' 

71. At any shalt or staple-pit in the course of being sunk it shall be the 
9uty of the banksman to enSl.;lre that the top of tlhe shaft or staple-pit and any 
~anding there,at, is· kept free of mineral or any o~heT thing which might fall 
into ,that Sllaft or staple-pit and cause injury.' 

~ ',72. No engine which is not fixed shall be used for raising or lowering 'any 
person or thing in a shaft or staple-pit in the course of being sunk. 

73.-(1) In a shaft or staple-pit il} the course of being sunk the provisions 
of regulations 30 to 37 of these regulations shall not apply in [elation to the 
determination or transmission of signals, but the following signals and no 
other shall be used for the purposes specified in relation thereto, that' is to 
$ay-" ' 

to raise up . 1 
. to lower down. . . 2 

to stop when in motion, 1 
'when men are to ,be raised or lowered the person transmitting the 

signal shall transmit a preliminary signal of . . 3. 
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, (2) In r~la,tiQn tQ,aI).Y sh~ .or staple-pit in. We CQur:s~ :.of ibei~g sunk the 
man~ger may. <JetYrmi;p,~ a signal.tQ be transmitted to give any indica,tipn 
(other than .one for which a signal is, specified.in this regu1~tiQ;Q.) aI1d nq, 
per,sQn shall transmit any signal which is nQt SQ specified .or determined. 

(3) NQ persQn other than the banksmim, an official .of the mine .or a person 
authQr.ised in writing by the manager t0' transmit such signa1~ shall transmit' 
any signal in any shaft .or staple-pit in the course .of being sunk. 

r, _l' • . ' " " 

74.-(1) W4en anything ill toO be raised .or IQwered in any lcibb1e thrQugh 
any sha:£tQr .staple~pit in the' course .of being sunk, it shall be the duty .of the 
deputy fQr that shifb)ithe banks~an ot other person authorised to' transmit 
signals in relati9nthereto, as the case' may be, to ensure that it is ptope;r1y 
loaded and in :partioular that-· . . 

Cd) no mineral projects above the rim; 
(b) tools, dqruipihent or other ma,terials fdruseQr used in the rp,ine ate nQt 

,,'loaded tQgether with ':!1l1nera1; . ' .' 
(c) when things whjCh project above the rim are carrj.ed, they are securely 

fastened to the bow or chains supporting the kibible; 
''(d): n.othingcapaible .of- causing injury IS adhering to the 'Outside .of' the 

kibble; 
(e) whep.'the kilJlble is beingJ.1aised, it is in line with the pulleys and 

carefully ·steadied. .. 

'(2) When ariything is .to, he lowered .otherwise than in a kibble ;f!ljrough 
a shaft or staple-pit in the cQurse' .of being sunk, it shall be the duty of the 
banksm'an or ,other personal,lthQPsed to transm1t signals -in. relatiQn thereto 
to ensuret;hat ~rj;is safely slung, " '.' .'. .', 

75~ No person shall ride on the:edg~ of.a lcibble when ibeing l1alsedQt, lowered 
thereby. 

76. The peI1SQn .operating any win4ing apparatus at a shaft or staple-pit 
'iiHhe OOurse.of being sunk-

(a) when IQwering the kibble; shall stoOP 1t eighteen feet abo,ye the PQint 
.' to whi9h it is b$g. lo:wered and sh~ nQt IQwer it further until he has 

. ~eive4; anQther .si~al t9 IQwer down; 
'(b) when raising :tJhe kibble, shall stop it Jour feet above.the p0'inf:r,;om 

which it is being raised and shall npt ,raise it further until he has 
~ecejved another signal to raise up •. 

, , . '77~' If a shaft .or· staple-pit i~ peing slink, thrOl,lgh, . ,any ~ock Qrstrawtrt 
containing or likely to contain water .(whethet dispersed odn natural cavities) 
there shall be provided and maintained as a means of escape frQm the bottom 
of:the·~haft .or: staple-pit to. the surfiace or tQ some .other place .of safety, in .any 
case in which. llJ,qre than ten persons are emplQyed belQw group.d at any .one 
ti~e, at least fbutlildders and, in any .other case, 'at least tWQ ladders . 

. '. PART XII , 
, , , MISOELLANE(DUS ,PRQVISIONS 

f!rovisioiV o!'medns .of telephonio' communication 
78.-{1) Where in any mine vehicles oan be mo'Ved by means of ITOpe haulage 

apparatus or 10comQtiyes fi:om a PQil1:t at or near an entr~ce toO ashafi!: or 
unwalk.8!ble .outlet ,:alQng a road ~Qr a distance exceedjng three thQu~d feel, 
effective means .of telephQnic cQm;muni~ati.on shan. be provided and main~ined 
between{h~ fucr!he,!?:t point, inbYY1 t~ which vehicles can. b~ ~o move4i, that 
entrance tQth¢· shaft or <?1;ltlet.aJld a point a1bQve grQund., . ., 
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(2) Nothing in this regUlation shall apply to a mine at which not more 
than thirty persons are employed below ground. 

Prevention of injuries through things falling down shafts or staple-pits 
79. There ,shaH be provided in every shaft and, staple-pit reasonable 

protection fur the purpose of preventing persons loading cages at enti.ances 
tMtet6 being injured by articles falling down it. 

SO.-{l) No pe1Json shall go' into' or across any uncovered space 'at the 
bottom of a sha:flt or staple-pit except for the purpose .of working there. 

(2) The manager of every mine shall ensure that no person is at wOTk in 
any ulicovered 'space at the 'bottom of a shaft or staple-pit (not being a shaft 
or' staple-pit in the coutse of being sunk) at any time at which any cage is in 
motion therein. 

Asslgnment of duties to competent persons 
81. It shall be the duty of the manager to make and ensure the' efficient 

carrying out of arrangement.s· to secure that every inspection,examination 
or other thing required by these regulations to be carried out or done by 
a competent person appointed by him is assigned to a competent person so 
appointed. 

Applicatlon of certain regulations to staple-pits 
82.-(1) The provisions of these regulaJtions .specified in the next following 

paragraph shall apply in relation to a staple-pit in a mine as they apply in 
relation to a shaft or unwalkabk outlet. 

(2) RegulaJtion 9 (which relates to overwinding), regulation 10 (which 
relates to the construction of cages and ancillary apparatus), regulation 13 
(which relates to keps), regulation 14 (which relates to detaching gear) and. 
regulation 51 (which relates to the prevention of overwinding): 

Provided that the said regulation 13 shall not apply to any staple-pit in 
relation to which the manager of a mine has appointed a travelling onStl!tter 
in pursuance of regulation 40. 

Z3 

Sealed with the Official Seal of the Ministry of Commerce for Northern 
Ireland this 1st day of June 1970 in the presence of 

(L.s.) J. H. Armstrong, 
Assistant Secretary. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTE ' .' 

(Thls note is not part of the regulations but is int~nded to 
indicate their ge.neral pur.port.) 

No. 132 

These 'regulations" which apply to mines of coal, $trati:fi~ irQnsto~e, .shale 
and fireclay, make provision with, regan} to w,inding allQ: haulagyapparatus 
in shafts, 'Staple-pits and unwalkable outlets; the duties of persons operating 
Winding apparartus and rope haulage apP?Iatul! iI,l, s4a:£!;s ,and ~utlet~;,; the 
hours 6f employment of winding, e~ginemen; the, oaniage of, p.yt~ons an<l 
things through shants, staple-pits and' o:utlets; signalling in shafts, outlets and 
roads; ,:the securing of safety' in transport roads; and cappings of :winding 
and haulage ropes. ,There are additional provisions relating ,to ,shafitS and 
staple-pits in the course of being sunk and other miscellaneous provisions :with 
regaro to safety in shafts, staple-pits and roads.' ;" 
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